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About This Content

Purchase this DLC unlocks Artwork Editor table!

This is a special table that you can customize playfield and cover as you like to.
Play on this tab 5d3b920ae0

Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Artwork Editor
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 14 May, 2018

English

I had just been buying everything Zaccaria released, but it looks like I can't do that anymore. This is A SINGLE pinball table
where the more you play it, the more art you get to put on it. -No Sound FX edits -No playfield edits -No custom images; just
pre-defined shapes and logos. The table itself is just plain boring. It's very similar to the "Achievement Tables" they've released
in the past, which in my opinion, are some the weakest tables in the Zaccaria Pinball package. I was hoping for an Artwork
Editor for every table, similar to how they let the user edit the lighting of each table. Maybe this will become something more
advanced in the future, but as of right now I wish I didn't purchase this.. I had just been buying everything Zaccaria released, but
it looks like I can't do that anymore. This is A SINGLE pinball table where the more you play it, the more art you get to put on
it. -No Sound FX edits -No playfield edits -No custom images; just pre-defined shapes and logos. The table itself is just plain
boring. It's very similar to the "Achievement Tables" they've released in the past, which in my opinion, are some the weakest
tables in the Zaccaria Pinball package. I was hoping for an Artwork Editor for every table, similar to how they let the user edit
the lighting of each table. Maybe this will become something more advanced in the future, but as of right now I wish I didn't
purchase this.
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